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Speaking on behalf of those who are reticent to embrace the future, American actor Arnold Schwarzenegger takes  viewers  on an animated ride
through BMW's  his tory. Image credit: BMW

 
By MARYBET H CONNAUGHT ON

German automaker BMW has released a short film in which American actor Arnold Schwarzenegger finds true love
with its "i Vision Dee."

Standing for "Digital Emotional Experience," or "Dee" for short, the automaker's new augmented reality function
creates such a personalized, interactive and immersive experience for its owner that the prototype has gone so far
as to promote itself as a digital soulmate. Features of the car were recently presented at the Consumer Electronics
Show in Las Vegas.

"With the BMW 'i Vision Dee,' we are showcasing what is possible when hardware and software merge," said Oliver
Zipse, chairman of the board of management at BMW, in a statement.

"In this way, we are able to exploit the full potential of digitalization to transform the car into an intelligent
companion," Mr. Zipse said. "That is the future for automotive manufacturers and, also, for BMW: the fusion of the
virtual experience with genuine driving pleasure.

"With its intelligent, almost human capabilities, BMW 'i Vision Dee' accompanies drivers not only through real-life
situations on the roads, but also in their digital environment."

The beginning of a beautiful friendship
Throughout the mini-movie, Arnold appears as himself, dressed in costume on an empty soundstage. He complains
about the way augmented reality has taken over film and leads the viewer through a series of satirical vignettes that
take place in the 1980s and feature BMW models from the era.

The actor equates hardware with hard work and analog models with authenticity and community.

"There was something very special about the good old days," he says. "Everything seemed to be more real."
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In response, a disembodied female voice replies by extolling the virtues of virtual reality, the promise provided by
technology and the way it can transport people into other worlds.

In "The Dee Movie," an actor befriends BMW's car in spite of himself

In a very apropos cameo, American actor David Hasselhoff briefly appears in the short.

Mr. Hasselhoff starred in the American TV show "Knight Rider" in the early 1980s. His companion in that show was
an autonomous, intelligent car called KITT.

The female voice convinces Mr. Schwarzenegger that for the female protagonist in her futuristic film, the car
becomes the driver's ultimate companion. Toward the end of the film, it is  revealed that the voice he has been
engaging with was that of BMW's "i Vision Dee."

On Autopilot
As demand for personalized driving experiences grows louder, BMW's Dee is answering quite literally. The car
touts a number of "phygital" features, that is, a hybrid of physical and digital.

It can carry on a conversation with its driver and mimic any number of voices. Its  front end has "eyes" that appear to
acknowledge the humans it recognizes as they approach.
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Using electric ink technology, Dee can instantly change its color to one of 32 shades. From the inside, it can
completely change the way its driver sees the world.

The interior of the car is noticeably devoid of any buttons or dash instruments. Instead, its display screen presents
virtual controls and options.

Twenty years ago, BMW debuted its "Head-Up Display," a small transparent screen near the steering wheel that gives
the driver navigation information. With Dee, the display extends across the entire windshield.

With mixed reality sliders, drivers can adjust what pops up in this virtual field. This includes anything from the digital
calendar and social media feeds to whole augmented reality landscapes, as well as corresponding scents and
sounds.
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BMW's Mr. Zipse projects that this technology will be available in those vehicles that are part of BMW's Neue Klasse,
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or "new class," by 2025. The brand plans for all of its  models to be electric, circular and digital.

Its  Dee model represents the digital element.

"A BMW lives by its unparalleled digital performance," said Frank Weber, member of the board of management at
BMW AG, in a statement.

"BMW 'i Vision Dee' is about perfect integration of virtual and physical experiences," he said. "Whoever excels at
integrating the customer's everyday digital worlds into the vehicle at all levels will succeed in mastering the future of
car-building."
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